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ABSTRACT 

Seasonal influenza is a serious public health problem worldwide resulting in 

hospitalizations and deaths. Children younger than two years of age and adults 65 years of age or 

older and persons with medical conditions that place them at greater risk for complications from 

influenza are most seriously affected. The Cochrane Method for Systematic Review was used for 

this review. The purpose was to identify relevant published articles on the management of 

seasonal influenza in adults, specifically with antiviral pharmacotherapy. Databases searched for 

this review included: PubMed, Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews, CINAHL, EMBASE, 

Google Scholar and Google. Results of this review concluded that neuraminidase inhibitors 

decreased the duration of influenza illness by less than one day compared to placebo. 

Neuraminidase inhibitors also reduced hospitalizations, viral shedding, and complications from 

influenza illness. A treatment protocol was developed to assist medical providers in the 

management of influenza in adults. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Seasonal influenza is a serious public health problem worldwide, affecting 5-10% of 

adults and 20-30% of children (World Health Organization [WHO], 2014). WHO estimates that 

a total of 25 to 50 million cases occur each year resulting in approximately 150,000 

hospitalizations and 30,000 to 40,000 deaths in the United States as a result of epidemic 

influenza (Raus, Pleschka, Klein, Schoop, & Fisher, 2015). Those most seriously affected by 

influenza are children younger than two years of age, adults 65 years of age or older and persons 

with medical conditions that place them at greater risk for complications from influenza (Center 

for Disease Control and Prevention [CDC], 2015).  

The mainstay in the prevention of influenza morbidity and mortality rates is annual 

influenza vaccinations (WHO, 2014). For more than 60 years, vaccines have been used and are 

considered safe and effective (WHO, 2014). However, despite its usefulness, several factors 

contribute to vaccination failure including vaccine efficacy, vaccine side effects, the 

unpleasantness of receiving a vaccination and cost in time and money. Other factors include 

patients’ perceived adequacy of immunity against viruses, complacency, distrust towards 

medical facilities or pharmaceutical companies and need for reminders (Kamis, Zhang, & Kamis, 

2017). 

Influenza antiviral medications have been approved for the treatment and prevention of 

influenza (CDC, 2015). These medications including oseltamivir, zanamivir, rimantadine and 

amantadine are cost-effective in the treatment of influenza. They have been shown to reduce the 

duration of influenza symptoms by one to two days, reduce complications requiring the use of 

antibiotics by 30-40%, and may decrease the need for hospitalizations and prevent mortality 
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(CDC, 2015). To ensure their effectiveness, antiviral medications must be started within two 

days of the onset of symptoms and be used on patients likely to have influenza. 

Background 

It is estimated that approximately two million people in the United States are infected 

with drug-resistant organisms each year leading to 23,000 deaths and over 20 billion dollars in 

excess costs (Durkin et al., 2018). According to CDC (2015), antibiotics are one of the most 

frequently prescribed drugs. However, as much as 50% of prescriptions are not required or are 

not prescribed appropriately to ensure their effectiveness. The inappropriate prescribing of 

antibiotics for the treatment of viral conditions contributes to the development of antibiotic 

resistance, which is a major public health concern (CDC, 2015). According to Durkin et al. 

(2018), utilization rates and appropriateness of antibiotic use in outpatient setting has not been 

well studied. A conservative estimate suggests that as much as 30% of antibiotics prescribed by 

medical providers in the outpatient setting are inappropriate. Even more concerning, is the use of 

antibiotics in the treatment of viral respiratory tract infections (Durkin et al., 2018). 

Despite the growing public health problem of antibiotic resistance among pathogenic 

bacteria, increased adverse drug effects and the financial burden resulting from inappropriate 

antibiotics, clinicians continue to prescribe antibiotics for the treatment of viral infections such as 

colds, upper respiratory infections and bronchitis (CDC, 2015). The development of resistant 

strains of bacteria limits the effectiveness of future antimicrobials and increases the likelihood 

for the development of a serious disease that is more difficult to treat (CDC, 2015).  

While working as a provider in an urgent care clinic located in one of Arizona’s border 

cities, patients often present with viral upper respiratory symptoms with an onset of less than 
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three days requesting antibiotics for their symptoms. Many of these patients specifically request 

antibiotics that are administered in the form of injections rather than oral forms. Concerning is 

that many of these patients’ report receiving medical treatment in Mexico for their illness and 

have already received antibiotic therapy. During discussions with other health care providers 

within my clinic, few believe that patients will get well sooner if treated with antibiotics. One 

provider believed that due to our proximity to the border, patients would be more likely to obtain 

antibiotics from Mexico, but not take them appropriately. Another provider acknowledged the 

fact that most upper respirator infections are typically viral, but continued to prescribe an 

antibiotic because patients requested them.  

Purpose of the Study 

This study focuses on best practice for the treatment and management of influenza among 

population groups. Its purpose was to examine current literature and research and provide 

recommendations for the use of antiviral medications in the management of influenza in healthy 

adults in an ambulatory care setting. Though there are many resources available to assist 

providers in their clinical decision-making, finding the information needed can be very confusing 

and time-consuming. Providers need a quick resource that provides clear, concise and easy to 

understand information at their fingertips. 

Influenza  

Influenza, more commonly known as the flu, is a contagious respiratory illness caused by 

influenza viruses. Influenza illness may be mild to severe and can result in hospitalization or 

death (CDC, 2015). Individuals at high risk of developing influenza-related complications are 

children five years of age or younger, adults 65 years of age or older, pregnant women, residents 
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of nursing homes and long-term care facilities and American Indians and Alaskan Natives. 

Individual high-risk health conditions such as asthma, neurologic and neurodevelopmental 

conditions, chronic lung and heart disease, blood disorders, endocrine disorders, kidney 

disorders, liver disorders, weakened immune systems, those who are morbidly obese and those 

younger than 19 years of age receiving long-term aspirin therapy are also at risk of developing 

influenza-related complications (CDC, 2015).  

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

Pathogenesis 

Pathogenesis of influenza virus infection in humans is dependent on a combination of 

virulence and host factors. The influenza viruses belong to the orthomyxoviridae family and 

possess ribonucleic acid (RNA) as their genome. While wild aquatic birds are the natural 

reservoir of influenza A virus (IAV), together with influenza B, they can cause respiratory 

infections in the human host. A glycoprotein called hemagglutinin (HA) found on the surface of 

IAV is responsible for binding the virus to the host cell and fusing the viral envelope with the 

endosome membrane (Fukuyama & Kawaoka, 2011). The IAV genome consists of eight RNA 

segments, neuraminidase (NA), encoding HA, nucleoprotein (NP), M1, M2, nonstructural 

proteins (NS) NS1, NS2, polymerase basic (PB) PB1, PB1-F2 and PB2, each viral protein 

function in the pathogenicity of the influenza virus (Fukuyama & Kawaoka, 2011,).  

Human host conditions play an important role in determining the pathogenesis of IAV. In 

experiments using mammals, influenza infection in the host cell induces the secretion of type 1 

interferon (1 IFN) that produces antiviral factors. Type 1 IFN is important in the host cells’ 

immune response to influenza infection and the magnitude of its response influences the 
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pathogenicity of influenza virus. Therefore, the pathogenesis of influenza infection results from 

both the virus and host factors (Fukuyama & Kawaoka, 2011).  

Influenza viral proteins such as HA which is responsible for targeting cells for infection, 

are important in the lung pathology of the human host. Seasonal IAV HA binds to alpha 2-6 

sialylated glycans found on the surface of the epithelial cells of the upper respiratory tract 

resulting in inflammation. Though the disease is typically mild, the viruses can spread easily 

among human hosts by nasal secretions that contain high titers of live virus. Unlike IAV HA, 

highly pathogenic avian H5N1 influenza viruses (HPAIV) target alpha 2-3 sialylated glycans and 

infect type 2 pneumocytes in the lower respiratory tract of the human host resulting in severe 

pneumonia. However, it is difficult to cause widespread infection in humans since it affects the 

lower and not upper respiratory tract. Mutation of the HAs of H5N1 viruses confer upon these 

mutants the ability to bind to both alpha 2-6 and alpha 2-3 sialylated glycans. HAs of avian 

H5N1 viruses for amino acid mutations may alter the pandemic potential as well as the HA IAV 

mutations that produce strains with higher pathogenicity (Fukuyama & Kawaoka, 2011).  

HA also influences pathogenicity via its susceptibility to host proteases, an enzyme that 

performs proteolysis. Influenza viruses become infectious when their HAs are cleaved into two 

subunits HA1 and HA2. HA IAV possesses a single amino acid at the cleavage site and is 

cleaved by trypsin-like proteases produced by the respiratory and gastrointestinal cells 

(Fukuyama & Kawaoka, 2011).  

Viral RNA polymerase complex consists of polymerase acidic protein (PA), polymerase 

basic (PB) 1 and polymerase basic (PB) 2, which are responsible for transcription and replication 

of the viral genome. Studies have shown that mutations of PA and PB2 contribute to better 
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replication of avian viruses. These mutations also contribute to IAV pathogenicity (Fukuyama & 

Kawaoka, 2011).  

PB1 segment of the influenza virus encodes a 90-amino acid protein, PB1-F2 that favors 

localization of the mitochondria of infected cells. PB1-F2 induces apoptosis and is a known 

virulence factor. Mutations of PB1-F2 increase the secretions of inflammatory cytokines, 

including TNF-alpha and virus titers in the lungs. Proteins such as NA influence viral replication 

while NS1 antagonizes interferon production in virus-infected host cells (Fukuyama & Kawaoka, 

2011).  

Pathogenicity of the influenza virus is dependent on the function of the immune system 

of the host cell. Single-stranded RNA of IAV is recognized by toll-like receptor (TLR) 7 and 

retinoic acid-inducible gene-I (RIG-I) when respiratory epithelial cells or alveolar macrophages 

become infected with IAV. These signaling pathways trigger the production of type 1 IFNs and 

activate antiviral responses in the host. However, IAV can evade the immune response by using 

NS1, which interferes with the RIG-I signaling pathway and binds to protein binding R (PKR). 

PKR is an important antiviral protein. The binding of NS1 and PKR inhibits the antiviral 

function of PKR by down regulating the translation of the viral mRNA. In addition to the type 1 

IFN response, RIG-I and TLR7 induces the upregulation of several inflammatory cytokines and 

chemokines including CCL2, which mobilize macrophages to the virus-infected lungs. CCR2-

positive macrophages express tumor necrosis factor-related apoptosis-inducing ligand (TRIAL) 

and contribute to the pathogenesis in pulmonary inflammation. Neutrophils also play a role in 

IAV pathogenesis, however their role remains unclear (Fukuyama & Kawaoka, 2011).  
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Lastly, a regulatory immune system exists in the lung during IAV infection in order to 

maintain homeostasis. CD200 is cell-surface glycoproteins expressed on respiratory epithelial 

cells and the CD200 receptor (CD200R) is expressed by myeloid cells (macrophages, dendritic 

cells & granulocytes). Normal CD200R expression on alveolar macrophages is maintained by 

IL10 and TGF alpha. As TNF alpha and IL6 increase CD200R expression, there is a negative 

feedback of inflammatory responses controlled by CD200R. Thus, CD200R plus macrophages, 

play an important role in resolving inflammation in IAV-infected lung. In IAV infection, 

CD200R expression is upregulated on macrophages in lungs, which inhibits immune cell 

recruitment, the production of proinflammatory cytokines and inflammation of IAV-infected 

lungs (Fukuyama & Kawaoka, 2011). 

Transmission 

Transmission of the influenza virus from person to person occurs predominantly via 

mucous membrane exposure to large-particle respiratory droplet. However, transmission can also 

occur through contact with respiratory-contaminated droplet surfaces and possibly through 

small-particle residue (CDC, 2015; US Department of Health and Human Services [HHS], 

2015).  

The transmission of large-particle respiratory droplets occurs when an individual infected 

with influenza coughs or sneezes near an individual who is susceptible to infection. Large-

particle droplets produced through coughing and sneezing remain suspended in the air for short 

periods of time and travel through the air for only short distances, usually less than six feet. 

Close contact between the source and recipient individual is required for transmission (CDC, 

2015; HHS, 2015).  
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Large-particle droplets containing the influenza virus tend to settle out of the air within a 

short period of time and eventually come to rest on surrounding environmental surfaces. 

Consequently, contact with respiratory-droplet contaminated porous and non-porous surfaces is 

another possible source of transmission (CDC, 2015; HHS, 2015). Studies have shown that 

environmental factors including humidity and temperature can affect the length of time for which 

the virus is able to survive outside of a host. Low relative humidity and cool, ambient 

temperatures have been linked with longer periods of activity. In cool ambient temperatures, the 

influenza virus can survive for 24-48 hours on hard surfaces such as stainless steel and hard 

plastic (CDC, 2015; HHS, 2015). The virus can survive for less than 8-12 hours on porous 

surfaces such as cloth and paper. Virus persistence on surfaces that are moist or wet increases up 

to 72 hours (HHS, 2015). The extent to which these surfaces contribute to the spread of influenza 

infection has not been established (HHS, 2015). Results from studies vary on the persistence of 

influenza virus on hands. Older studies have shown that the virus can remain on the hands for at 

least three hours. More recent studies showed that the virus can remain on the hands for less than 

five minutes and can be transferred to the hands from nonporous surfaces for up to 2-8 hours 

during periods of heavy viral shedding in respiratory secretions (HHS, 2015). On the contrary, 

due to the rapid drying effect on porous surfaces, the transfer of infectious virus from porous 

materials to the hands at detectable levels lasts for only 15 minutes making it a less effective 

mode of transmission (HHS, 2015). 

Another possibility of airborne transmission of the influenza virus is via small-particle 

residue of evaporated respiratory-contaminated droplets. These droplets measure less than or 

equal to 5µm and may remain suspended in the air for long periods of time. However, data 
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supporting airborne transmission are limited and exposure to these particles is not considered to 

be a primary means of transmission (HHS, 2015). 

Incubation Period 

Incubation period for influenza is 1-4 days with an average of approximately two days. 

The infectious period for healthy adults is one day before symptoms develop and up to 5-7 days 

after becoming symptomatic (CDC, 20015). This period may be even longer in young children 

and those with weakened immune systems. 

Signs and Symptoms 

Uncomplicated influenza illness is typically characterized by the abrupt onset of fever, 

myalgia, headache, malaise, nonproductive cough, sore throat, and rhinitis. Symptoms 

commonly reported among children include otitis media, nausea, and vomiting. Young children 

may also report symptoms that mimic bacterial sepsis including high fevers and febrile seizures. 

For most individuals, uncomplicated influenza illness typically resolves after approximately 3-7 

days, however individuals may continue to experience cough and malaise for greater than two 

weeks (CDC, 2015).  

According to the CDC (2015), it is difficult to differentiate between respiratory illnesses 

caused by influenza virus infection from illnesses caused by other respiratory pathogens simply 

on the basis of reported signs and symptoms. Several factors including prevalence of other 

respiratory pathogens and the level of influenza activity can affect the sensitivity and predictive 

value of clinical definitions (CDC, 2015).  
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Complications of Influenza 

Complications from influenza may include the direct effect of the influenza virus, those 

associated with age or pregnancy or from underlying cardiopulmonary condition or other chronic 

disease may require urgent medical care including hospitalizations or result in death (CDC, 

2015). The WHO (2014) estimates that approximately 3-5 million serious cases of influenza are 

reported each year and 250,000 to 500,000 deaths occur worldwide. CDC estimates that 

approximately 3,000 to 49,000 influenza-related death occurred from 1976-2006 in the United 

States and approximately 80-90% were adult >65 years of age or older (CDC, 2017).  

In adults, influenza virus infections can cause primary influenza viral pneumonia, 

exacerbate underlying medical conditions such as pulmonary or cardiac disease, lead to 

secondary bacterial pneumonia, sinusitis, or otitis media or contribute to other infections with 

other viral or bacterial pathogens (CDC, 2015). Young children with influenza may report 

symptoms mimicking bacterial sepsis including high fevers and febrile seizures and have been 

uncommonly associated with encephalopathy, transverse myelitis, myositis, myocarditis, 

pericarditis, and Reye syndrome (CDC, 2015).  

Summary 

Seasonal influenza continues to be a serious public health problem worldwide affecting 

both children and adults (WHO, 2014). Annual influenza vaccination has proven to be valuable 

in preventing influenza morbidity and mortality while the use of influenza antiviral medications 

has shown to reduce the length of illness and influenza related complications, prevent mortality 

and possibly the need for hospitalizations (Linder et al., 2006; WHO, 2014). However, patients 

with viral infections such as the flu are often treated with antibiotics despite their ineffectiveness, 
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thus contributing to the development of antibiotic resistance (Ciesla et al., 2014; Linder et al., 

2006; Low, 2007). This project utilized a systematic review process of current research to 

develop best practice recommendations to treat influenza illness in the otherwise healthy adult 

population.  

METHODS 

Guideline for management of seasonal influenza with antiviral medications in the adult 

population in an outpatient setting was developed through a systematic review of current 

literature. A thorough search of databases using the Cochrane Method for Systematic Review 

was conducted using pre-specified terms. Results from this systematic review are reported using 

Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA).  

Cochrane Method for Systematic Review 

A systematic review attempts to gather all available evidence that correlates to pre-

specified eligibility criteria that focus on answering a review question. Search strategies should 

be explicit and methodical, thus providing more reliable findings and minimizing any biases 

(Higgins & Green, 2011). The foundation of a systematic review includes: 1) a clear 

reproducible systematic methodology; 2) a systematic search that seeks to identify all research 

that meets the pre-specified eligibility criteria; 3) a thorough evaluation of the validity of the 

findings of all studies included in the review; and 4) a well-organized presentation and synthesis 

of the quality and results of these studies (Higgins & Green, 2011). 

Healthcare providers are challenged to search out, evaluate and interpret current evidence 

and integrate it into their clinical decision-making. Cochrane review methodology seeks to 

remedy the situation through the identification, evaluation and synthesis of research-based 
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evidence and by presenting it in a format that is easy to understand (Higgins & Green, 2011). 

The Cochrane method involves developing the review question and inclusion criteria, literature 

search, data selection, identifying risk of potential biases, analyzing data, addressing reporting 

biases, presenting review findings, interpreting results and developing conclusions (Higgins & 

Green, 2011). 

Review Question and Inclusion Criteria 

The development of a well-structured review question is an important first step in a 

systematic review as it determines the strategies used to search for evidence, establish eligibility 

criteria, search for studies, collect data from included studies and present research findings 

(Newhouse et al., 2007). The review question should specify the target population, the 

interventions and comparisons, and the overall outcome (Newhouse et al., 2007). The review 

question developed for this DNP project is: What antiviral medications are effective in the 

treatment of acute seasonal influenza in adults 18 years and older seen in an outpatient 

ambulatory setting? 

Literature Search 

The next step in a Cochrane review is the literature search. It is crucial to ensure that 

enough evidence is gathered to properly address the research question. There are numerous 

search sources readily available including bibliographic databases, journals and non-

bibliographic databases, unpublished and ongoing studies. Bibliographic databases are simple to 

navigate and require less time when identifying studies relating to a search (Higgins & Green, 

2011). Electronic databases used included Cumulative Index of Nursing and Allied Health 

Literature (CINAHL), PubMed, Excerpta Medica Database (EMBASE), Google Scholar and 
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Cochrane Library. Initial search terms included: (a) influenza; (b) drug therapy; (c) therapy; (d) 

adults age 18 years and older; (e) English language; (d) five years; and, (e) availability on-line or 

by request. Exclusion criteria included: (a) children; (b) pregnant women; (c) pregnancy; and, (d) 

hospitalization. 

Data Selection 

Identification of the type of data required for a systematic review and a strategy for 

obtaining such data are important in ensuring that the data gathered are pertinent to the study. 

Data may be information about a study including sources, eligibility, methods, participants, 

setting, context, intervention, outcomes, results, publications and investigators (Higgins & 

Green, 2011). 

Findings of a systematic review are dependent on the method used to determine which 

studies should be included and the decisions used to determine which data from these studies 

should be presented and analyzed (Higgins & Green, 2011). The method used to make these 

decisions is crucial to the review process. The method should be transparent to allow for 

reproducibility and minimize the possibility of biases and human error and should be detailed in 

the protocol (Higgins & Green, 2011). Cochrane review recommends that the selection process 

include the following:  

1. Utilizing management software to merge search results and remove duplicate records. 

2. Eliminating obvious irrelevant reports by examining titles and abstracts. 

3. Obtaining full text of potentially relevant reports. 

4. Linking together multiple reports of a single study.  

5. Examining full text reports for compliance of studies with eligibility criteria. 
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6. Communicating with investigators to clarify study eligibility.  

7. Determining final decisions on study inclusion and proceeding with data collection. 

The Cochrane method recommends the use of data collection forms which serve to link reports 

made by the original investigators and the review author as well as the review question and the 

criteria used for assessing eligibility of studies. They provide a summary of the eligibility 

criteria, which can be applied to the identified study reports. They serve as a chronicle record of 

all decisions reached throughout the review process and serve as a source of data for inclusion in 

an analysis (Higgins & Green, 2011). The data collection form that was utilized for this review 

can be found in Appendix A.  

Identifying Risk of Biases 

An important component of a Cochrane review is the appraisal of the validity of included 

studies. Conclusions developed about the effects of a specific intervention are dependent on the 

validity of data and results from studies included in a Cochrane review (Higgins & Green, 2011). 

Validity of included studies influences the analysis, interpretation and conclusions drawn from a 

Cochrane review (Higgins & Green, 2011).  

According to Higgins and Green (2011), external and internal validity are two 

dimensions that should be considered when assessing the validity of a study. External validity of 

a study is the extent to which the study’s findings are applicable and generalizable. It assesses 

whether the research question is appropriate and it is determined by the purpose of the study. The 

internal validity of a study is the second dimension to consider when assessing the quality of a 

study. Internal validity is whether the study answers the research question free of any bias. A 

bias is a variance from the truth in results and interpretation and can lead to an inaccurate 
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estimation of the true effect of an intervention (Higgins & Green, 2011). Biases vary in 

magnitude and their sources may vary in direction. It is difficult to know the extent bias has on a 

particular study therefore; it is best to consider the risk of bias. Table 1 provides an overview of 

the Cochrane Risk Bias Assessment Tool. 

TABLE 1. Cochrane risk bias assessment tool. (Higgins & Green, 2011) 

Domain Support for Judgment 

Selection Bias: 
 
   Random sequence generation 
 
 
 
   Allocation concealment 

 
 
Describe the method used to generate the allocation 
sequence to allow an assessment of whether it should 
produce comparable groups.  
 
Describe the method used to conceal the allocation 
sequence to determine whether intervention allocations 
could have been foreseen in advance of, or during 
enrollment. 

Performance Bias: 
 
   Binding of participants and personnel 
 
 
 
 
 
   Binding of outcome assessment 

 
 
Describe all measures used, if any, to blind study 
participants and personnel from knowledge of which 
intervention a participant received. Provide any 
information relating to whether the intended blinding 
was effective. 
 
Describe all measures used, if any, to bind outcome 
assessors from knowledge of which intervention a 
participant received. Provide information relating to 
whether the intended blinding was effective. 

Direction Bias: 
 
   Incomplete outcome of assessment 

 
 
Describe the completeness of outcome data for each 
main outcome, including attrition and exclusions from 
the analysis. State whether attrition and exclusions were 
reported, the numbers in each intervention group 
(compared with total randomized participants), reasons 
for attrition/exclusions where reported, and any re-
inclusions in analyses performed by the review authors. 
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TABLE 1. – Continued  

Domain Support for Judgment 

Attrition Bias: 
 
   Incomplete outcome data 

 
 
Describe the completeness of outcome data for each 
main outcome, including attrition and exclusions from 
the analysis. State whether attrition and exclusions were 
reported, the number in each intervention group 
(compared with total randomized participants) reasons 
for attrition/exclusions were reported, and any re-
inclusions in analysis performed by the review authors. 

Reporting Bias: 
 
   Selective reporting 

 
 
State how the possibility of selective outcome reporting 
was examined by the review authors, and what was 
found. 

Other Bias: 
 
   Other sources of bias 

 
 
Concerns about bias not addressed in the other domains 
in the tool. If particular questions/entries were pre-
specified in the review’s protocol, responses should be 
provided for each question/entry. 

Analyzing Data 

The next step in a Cochrane review is a meta-analysis. A meta-analysis will not be 

completed for this DNP project. 

Presenting Review Findings 

Findings of a systematic review should be presented in a comprehensible and systematic 

manner and should clearly address the objectives of the review. This systematic review utilizes 

the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Review and Meta-analysis (PRISMA). PRISMA 

focuses on reporting systematic reviews for appraising randomized trials as well as reviews that 

evaluate interventions (Moher et al., 2015). The PRISMA checklist serves as a guide to ensure 

that findings from this review are presented in a clear, well-structured and comprehensive 

manner.  
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The checklist is divided into seven sections: a) title; b) abstract; c) introduction; d) 

methods; e) results; f) discussion; and g) funding. The title section identifies whether it is a 

systematic review, a meta-analysis, or both. The abstract provides a summary, which includes 

background information, objectives, data sources, study eligibility criteria, participants, and the 

intervention. The study appraisal and synthesis methods, results, limitations, conclusions and 

implications of its findings as well as a systematic review registration number are also included 

in the abstract. The introduction section provides a rationale for the review and the PICO 

framework (P – patient; I – intervention; C – comparison; O – outcome). The methods section 

provides the review protocol and registration information if available, eligibility criteria, 

information on sources, search strategy, study selection, data collection process, and data items. 

Risk of bias in each study, summary measures, synthesis of the results, risk of bias across 

studies, and additional analysis are also included in the methods section. The discussion section 

provides a summary of the evidence, limitations and conclusion. The funding section provides a 

discussion of funding sources and other support (Moher et al., 2015). 

Addressing Reporting Biases 

Reporting bias occurs when the nature and direction of the results influence the 

dissemination of research findings (Higgins & Green, 2011). Findings from studies with both 

statistically significant results and non-significant results are crucial to the totality of evidence in 

systematic reviews of studies. Cochrane identifies several reporting biases, which include 

publication bias, time lag bias, multiple (duplicate) publication bias, location bias, language bias 

and outcome reporting bias (Higgins & Green, 2011) 
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Interpreting Results and Developing Conclusions 

Interpretation of results and the development of conclusions is the final step in a 

Cochrane review. This review employed the Johns Hopkins Nursing Evidence-Based Practice 

(JHNEBP) Model to rate the strength and quality of the evidence of the studies included. 

Strength of the evidence is rated with the highest being Level 1 and the lowest being Level 5 

(Newhouse et al., 2007). Quality of the evidence is rated as being A for high quality, B for good 

quality and C for low quality or major flaws (Newhouse et al., 2007). The JHNEBP Research 

Evidence Appraisal Tool (Figure 1) was used to evaluate the strength and quality of each study 

(Newhouse et al., 2007). Permission to reprint the appraisal tool was obtained from 

https://www.ijhn-education.org. 
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(© Permission received from The Johns Hopkins Hospital/Johns Hopkins University) 

FIGURE 1. JHNEBP research appraisal tool. 
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FIGURE 1. - Continued 

 
(© Permission received from The Johns Hopkins Hospital/Johns Hopkins University) 
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FIGURE 1. - Continued 

 
(© Permission received from The Johns Hopkins Hospital/Johns Hopkins University) 
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The review should provide information on each outcome including any adverse effects 

and the quality of the evidence for each outcome as it relates to specific populations and 

interventions (Higgins & Green, 2011). A clear explanation of the manner in which individual 

values and preferences relate to the balance of the benefits, harms, burden and costs of the 

intervention should be included (Higgins & Green, 2011). A summary of findings table should 

be incorporated as it provides sufficient description of each study to support the contents of a 

review together with a discussion section to enhance discussion of the information provided in 

the tables. 

Conclusions from a Cochrane review can be categorized into implications for practice 

and implications for research. Quality of evidence, the balance of benefits and harm, values and 

preferences and resource utilization are four factors that should be considered when determining 

such implications (Higgins & Green, 2011). According to Higgins and Green (2011), 

formulating conclusions of the usefulness of a specific intervention requires that a compromise 

be reached between the benefits, harms, and the estimated costs. Therefore, clinical practice 

recommendations go beyond a systematic review, require further research, and necessitate 

informed decisions that are generally the role of clinical practice guideline developers (Higgins 

& Green, 2011).  

Implications for research should discuss the rationale for additional research and the 

quality of additional research that would be most beneficial. According to Higgins and Green 

(2011), reporting research recommendations should use the EPICOT format outlined below: 
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E (Evidence): What is the current evidence? 

P (Population): Diagnosis, disease stage, co-morbidity, risk factor, sex, age, ethnic 

group, specific inclusion and exclusion criteria, clinical setting. 

I (Intervention): Type, frequency, dose, duration, and prognostic factor. 

C (Comparison): Placebo, routine care, and alternative treatment/management. 

O (Outcome): Which clinical or patient-related outcomes will the researcher need to 

measure, improve, influence or accomplish? Which methods of measurement should 

be used?  

T (Time stamp): Date of literature search or recommendation 

Other recommendations that should be considered include the impact of the condition as 

determined by the financial cost, mortality, morbidity and other implications, the timeliness and 

the study type that would best suited future research (Higgins & Green, 2011).  

Summary 

The methods section discussed the approach that was used for this systematic review. The 

Cochrane Method for Systematic Review provided a step-by-step approach in the identification, 

evaluation and synthesis of research-based evidence and a format that is easy to understand 

(Higgins & Green, 2011). The JHNEBP Model (2000) was used to evaluate the validity of the 

studies used in this review. Lastly, findings from this review were presented using PRISMA. 

Review findings have been incorporated into a practice guideline, which is suitable for treating 

adult patients with seasonal flu who present in an ambulatory setting. 
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RESULTS 

This chapter provides a complete discussion of the search strategy employed for this 

review, the appraisal of its findings, and results of the systematic review of literature. It will 

conclude with a treatment protocol for the management of influenza in adults. This review was 

conducted using the Cochrane Method for Systematic Review (Green et al., 2011). The purpose 

was to identify relevant published articles on the management of seasonal influenza in adults. 

Databases that were searched for this review included: PubMed, Cochrane Database of 

Systematic Reviews, CINAHL, and EMBASE. The strategy was modified for each database. A 

search of Google Scholar was also conducted, however, this search engine did not allow for 

exclusion criteria. A search of Google for practice guidelines and treatment guidelines was also 

conducted. The searches were performed between April and May, 2018. Endnote X7 was used to 

merge search results and remove duplicate records. 

Search Strategy and Search Summary 

The search focused on identifying all studies related to the management of seasonal 

influenza in adults 18 years of age and older in an outpatient setting. The initial search was 

conducted in PubMed, Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews, CINAHL, and EMBASE. 

Initial search terms included ‘influenza, human,’ and ‘drug’ and ‘drug therapy,’ which uncovered 

15,744 articles. The search was further limited using inclusion criteria of: (a) published within 10 

years; (b) full text online and requested; (c) abstract; (d) English language; (e) adults; and (f) 

humans. Additional search terms were needed to limit articles in Cochrane and EMBASE. These 

search terms included ‘no vaccine,’ ‘no vaccination,’ ‘no pregnancy,’ and ‘not pregnant.’ This 

resulted in a total of 14,077 articles from all four databases that met the initial screening process. 
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A search of Google lead to one professional website, the Center for Disease Control (CDC) 

which yielded one additional articles. A total of 14,079 articles were located from this search. 

During the initial screening process, all duplicate articles from the four databases were 

eliminated. Through title sifting and abstract review 14,069 studies were eliminated and 10 

articles were retained for further review. Articles were eliminated if their titles were irrelevant to 

the research question, did not meet the inclusion criteria or included populations listed in the 

exclusion criteria (i.e., children, pregnant patients, critically ill, & hospitalized patients). Those 

studies with titles that were irrelevant to the research questions were related to influenza 

surveillance, influenza virulence, pharmacokinetics of antiviral treatment for influenza and 

included medical conditions such as diabetes, thyroid disease, cancer, arthritis, and other acute or 

chronic medical conditions. Among the 10 studies identified, six studies were eliminated after 

preliminary review of each article because they included children below 18 years of age. Table 2 

provides a statistical overview of the search strategy. 

TABLE 2. Search summary statistics. 

Source Total Located Eliminated Critiqued 
CINAHL 725 724 1 
CDC 1 0 1 
Cochrane 1,667 1,667 0 
EMBASE 6,756 6,755 1 
PubMed 4,930 4,929 1 

Total 14,079 14,075 4 

Study Design and Characteristics 

Among the four articles retained for this review, there were two meta-analyses (Dobson, 

Whitley, Pocock, & Monto, 2015; Whitley et al., 2015), one clinical practice guideline (Harper et 

al., 2009), and one report (CDC, 2011). These studies were published between 2009 (Harper et 

al., 2009) and 2015 (Dobson et al., 2015). 
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The first article for this systematic review is a report by the CDC’s Advisory Committee 

on Immunization Practices (ACIP). The committee provides annual updates on previous 

recommendations on the use of antiviral agents for the prevention and treatment of influenza. 

The report provides guidance on the treatment and chemoprophylaxis of influenza infection as 

well as the safety and efficacy of antiviral medications. The ACIP Influenza Work Group 

convenes on a monthly basis throughout the year to discuss recently published studies, review 

current guidelines and examine the need for revisions to the recommendations. The ACIP uses 

published peer-reviewed studies as their primary source of data when making recommendations 

for the prevention and control of influenza. Unpublished data relevant to issues being discussed 

are also considered by the ACIP. Citations were used throughout and a complete list of 

references was provided at the end of the report. A full discussion of the search strategy used and 

the studies included for the development of their report were not discussed. However, the report 

does mention the different types of studies available and how they were useful in gathering data. 

Studies such as randomized, placebo-controlled trials that assess laboratory-confirmed influenza 

provide the best evidence when evaluating the efficacy and safety of antiviral medications. The 

report adds that data related to antiviral effectiveness can be assessed through observational 

studies that examine outcomes associated with laboratory-confirmed influenza infection. 

Observational studies are subject to biases and attempting to disprove such biases can affect 

validity and effect size. The group presented their recommendations to the full ACIP and the 

ACIP approved their recommendations in June 2009. Data presented in the report were current 

as of December 2010 however, updates are provided on the CDC website as they arise. The 

report is well organized and clearly discusses the primary changes and updates in the 
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recommendations including: (a) transmission of influenza, (b) clinical signs and symptoms, (c) 

diagnostic tests, and (d) antiviral agents. Further guidance on antiviral treatment of influenza and 

other reports related to the control and prevention of influenza among specific populations is also 

provided in the report. The report was appraised as a Level IV, B. 

The study by Dobson, Whitley, Pocock, and Monto, (2015) was a meta-analysis of all 

published and unpublished randomized treatment trials of oseltamivir in adults. Focus of the 

study was on both intentions to treat analysis and analysis restricted to persons with documented 

influenza infection. The nine randomized controlled studies were performed between 1997 and 

2001. The review was used because there was limited research available and none that was 

current. There were a total of 4,328 participants across the studies in the analysis. The nine trials 

were randomized placebo-controlled, double blind studies. Participants in each trial were all 

adults, however the study did not provide additional information including mean age or sex of 

participants. Participants were eligible if they reported feeling unwell within the last 36 hours, 

had a fever (>38°C if age < 65; or, >37.5°C if > 65 years of age), had at least two influenza 

symptoms including cough, sore throat and coryza and one constitutional symptom such as 

headache, myalgia, sweats or chills. Participants were later identified as influenza infected if they 

had a positive culture from nasal or throat swab or if antibody titers showed a four-fold or greater 

increase from baseline. There were two groups in this meta-analysis. The intention-to-treat made 

up of 2,402 participants was given oseltamivir 75 mg every 12 hours for five days. The second 

group made up of approximately 1,926 participants received a placebo. Total follow up was 21 

days. Since similar study designs were used among the nine randomized controlled trials (RCTs), 

a fixed-effect method of meta-analysis was used to quantitatively synthesize and analyze results 
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comparing oseltamivir with placebo for the treatment of influenza. Placebo group was used to 

ensure adequate control. Patients were given the first dose of the randomized study drug during 

the enrollment visit. Participants were not aware of which medication they were given. The study 

did not discuss how blinding was achieved in relation to researchers for each RCT. Limitations 

of the study were that effectiveness of oseltamivir in the intention-to-treat population might not 

be generalized because the percentage of participants infected with influenza varied across 

populations. The study may have potential bias because the sponsor was a pharmaceutical 

company that provided partial funding for the salary of one author and had paid for travel 

expenses for authors of the study. An extensive search was conducted and it was determined that 

results of this meta-analysis, which was based on individual patient data provided the best 

available evidence and that results were consistent with other studies with broad conclusions. 

Results of the study were consistent when compared to other observational studies as well as 

earlier meta-analyses. The authors provided a thorough discussion of their findings and included 

clearly written and organized tables and figures. Sample size was sufficient, controls were 

utilized, and conclusions were consistent with other research on oseltamivir. This study was 

appraised as a Level 1, A.  

The article by Harper et al. (2009) is a clinical practice guideline prepared by an expert 

panel of the Infectious Disease Society of America (IDSA). Practice guidelines are 

systematically developed statements with the purpose of assisting practitioners and patients in 

making sound decisions about their care for a specific clinical condition. Elements of a quality 

guideline include: (a) validity, (b) reliability, (c) reproducibility, (d) clinical applicability, (e) 

clinical flexibility, and (f) clarity. A multidisciplinary process is employed, review of evidence is 
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conducted, and thorough documentation is performed. The evidence-based guideline includes 

diagnostic issues, treatment and chemoprophylaxis with antiviral medications, and issues related 

to institutional outbreak management for seasonal influenza. Method used in the development of 

practice guideline included panel composition, literature review and analysis, process overview, 

consensus development based on evidence, guidelines and conflicts of interest, and revision 

dates (Harper et al., 2009). The ISDA Standards and Practice Guideline Committee assembled a 

panel of experts knowledgeable in the diagnosis, treatment, chemoprophylaxis, and management 

of institutional outbreaks of seasonal influenza. The panel included representatives from the 

American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP), the American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP), 

the American College of Physicians, the CDC, the Pediatric Infectious Diseases Society (PIDS), 

and the Society for Healthcare Epidemiology of America (SHEA). A search of literature of 

MEDLINE database was conducted from 1966 to 2008 for English-language literature focusing 

on human studies. Search terms included “influenza,” or “influenza AND virus,” “influenza 

AND infection,” “influenza AND treatment,” “influenza AND prophylaxis,” “influenza AND 

chemoprophylaxis,” or “influenza AND outbreak.” The panel evaluated the evidence utilizing 

the same process in the development of other IDSA guidelines, which included a systematic 

weighting of the quality of evidence and grade of recommendation. The panel held several in 

person meetings and teleconferences, to discuss questions to be addressed, designate writing 

assignments and discuss recommendations. All panel members were active in the development 

and review of the draft guideline. Feedback was obtained from external peer reviews and 

collaborating organizations. The guideline was endorsed by all collaborating organizations 

including the AAFP, AAP, CDC, PIDS and SHEA. Prior to dissemination, the guideline was 
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first reviewed and approved by the IDSA Standards and Practice Guidelines Committee and the 

IDSA Board of Directors. Authors of the guideline pointed out areas where literature provided 

limited evidence, as well as areas with a need for further research. Financial support was 

provided by IDSA. Authors reported potential conflicts of interest in their study. Eight of the 12 

authors of the guideline have either received grant and/or study support, served as a speaker or 

consultant for pharmaceutical companies. Revisions of the guideline are determined annually, by 

the panel chair, IDSA Standards and Practice Guidelines Committee liaison advisor, and the 

chair of the IDSA Standards and Practice Guidelines Committee based on review of current 

literature. If needed, the panel will meet to discuss possible changes and make appropriate 

recommendation for revision of the guideline to be reviewed and approved by the IDSA 

Standards and Practice Guidelines Committee and the IDSA Board. The IDSA issued a statement 

on their website in 2014 recommending continued use of neuraminidase inhibitors for the 

treatment of influenza (http://www.idsociety.org). Authors of this clinical practice guideline 

discussed their search strategy. Results of their studies were briefly discussed throughout the 

article. However, specific information from each study was not discussed including sample size, 

data, or controls used. This article was appraised as a Level IV, A. 

Whitley et al. (2015) conducted a meta-analysis of individual subject data from two 

individual unpublished placebo-controlled clinical trials (Study 211 & Study 311) evaluating the 

safety and efficacy of single dose intramuscular injections of peramivir 150 mg and peramivir 

300 mg in adults with acute, uncomplicated influenza. Focus of the study was on both intention-

to-treat (ITT) and intention-to-treat infection (ITTI) analysis. The study also conducted a safety 

analysis. Study 211 and study 311 were double-blind, randomized, multicenter, placebo-
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controlled trials. Study 211 was conducted at multinational sites in Japan and Southeastern Asia, 

Australia and New Zealand, and South Africa from January to September, 2007; while study 311 

was conducted in the US from January to February, 2008. There were a total of 427 participants 

enrolled in both studies. Participants were previously healthy males and non-pregnant females 

>18 years of age. There were 220 males and 227 females in the combined studies. Participants 

were included if they presented within 48 hours of onset of influenza symptoms, had a positive 

rapid antigen test for influenza A or influenza B, had a documented oral temperature greater than 

38°C, had one or more respiratory symptoms such as cough, sore throat or nasal symptom and 

one or more constitutional symptom such as headache, myalgia, feverishness or fatigue. 

Participants were identified as influenza infected on the basis of viral cultures and/or positive 

PCR or four-fold rise in antibody titers. Study 211 had three treatment groups and study 311 had 

two treatment groups. Participants for each study were randomized into a treatment group. 

Participants, clinic staff and sponsor personnel were blinded to treatment allocation throughout 

both studies. Treatment groups in study 211 received either single dose of peramivir 300 mg, 

peramivir 150 mg or placebo in a 1:1:1 ratio while in study 311 treatment groups received a 

single dose peramivir 300 mg and placebo in a 2:1 ratio. Both studies used peramivir 75 mg/ml 

concentrated formula. Study drug was administered as bilateral 2 ml injections in each gluteal 

muscle no more than 10 minutes apart. Data were gathered using subject diary cards to record 

the severity of their influenza symptoms (cough, nasal obstruction, sore throat, fatigue, headache, 

myalgia and feverishness) twice a day for nine days then once daily for five days. A four-point 

scale (0, absent; 1, mild; 2, moderate; 3, severe) was used. Participants also measured and 

recorded their oral temperatures using an electronic thermometer twice a day for 14 days and at 
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least four hours after or immediately before administration of oral acetaminophen. Participants 

used an 11-point scale (0, not able to perform usual activities; 10, able to perform all activities) 

to record their ability to perform usual activities prior to treatment then once daily after study 

treatment. The study provided a thorough discussion of study results and included figures, tables 

and links to supplemental information. Authors compared results of both studies with previous 

reports for other neuraminidase inhibitor and determined that the magnitude of the treatment 

effect, which favors peramivir were consistent. The study did not provide a discussion of the 

search strategy used or study limitations. A potential bias may exist because the study sponsor 

was a pharmaceutical company, which helped fund the study. This study was appraised as a 

Level 1, B.  

A search of PubMed, Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews, CINAHL, and 

EMBASE resulted in a total of 14,077 articles. Initial search terms were ‘influenza, human;’ and, 

‘drug’ and ‘drug therapy.’ The search was further limited using inclusion criteria of: (a) 

published with 10 years; (b) full text online and requested; (c) abstract; (d) English language; (e) 

adults; and (f) humans. Additional search terms were needed to limit articles in two of the four 

databases and included ‘no vaccine,’ ‘no vaccination,’ ‘no pregnancy,’ and, ‘not pregnant.’ 

Among the 14,079 articles obtained from all four databases, 14,075 were eliminated and four 

were retained for review. Two additional articles were obtained via search of professional 

websites. Studies were appraised using Johns Hopkins Nursing Evidence-Based Practice 

Research Evidence Appraisal (Newhouse et al., 2007). Among the four articles retained, there 

were two meta-analyses, one clinical practice guideline and one report. Strength of evidence for 
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two studies was appraised at Level 1 and two were appraised as Level IV. Quality of the 

evidence was appraised as A for two studies and B for the other two studies.  

Summary of Evidence 

Treatment Efficacy Results 

Recommendations by CDC ACIP discussed the results of their review. In a review of nine 

RCTs conducted primarily among individuals with mild illness in outpatient settings, they found 

that neuraminidase inhibitors (zanamivir & oseltamivir) can decrease the duration of illness from 

uncomplicated influenza A and B by one day when administered within 48 hours of onset of 

illness when compared with a placebo (CDC, 2011). Other RCTs showed decrease in the amount 

of influenza viral shedding among those individuals treated with neuraminidase inhibitors. 

According to the ACIP, in one study that looked at data from 10 clinical trials, results 

demonstrated that pneumonia was 50% lower in participants with laboratory confirmed influenza 

treated with oseltamivir than among those receiving a placebo and 34% lower in those at risk for 

complications from influenza infection.  

Study by Dobson et al. (2015) demonstrated that oseltamivir is more effective in 

alleviating influenza symptoms than placebo in all analyses. A time ratio analysis of participants 

in the intention-to-treat infected group showed a 21% shorter time to alleviation of all symptoms 

for oseltamivir compared with placebo time 0.79, 95% CI 0.74 – 0.85 (p < 0.0001). The median 

time to alleviation of all symptoms across all trials was 97.5 hours for oseltamivir and 122.7 

hours for placebo. This was a difference -25.2 hours 95% confidence interval (CI) -36.2 to -16.0 

(p = 0.0001). The time ratio analysis on intention-to-treat group demonstrated 15% shorter time 

to alleviation of all symptoms with oseltamivir than placebo 0.85, 95% CI 0.80 – 0.90 (p < 
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0.0001). Time ratio analysis on intention-to-treat not infected group with influenza showed no 

benefit 0.99, 95% CI (p = 0.91). Exploratory analysis found that estimates of percentages 

without symptoms showed treatment difference 24 hours after randomization 5.2%, 95% CI 3.4 

– 7.0 (p < 0.001) in intention-to-treat infected with influenza and intention-to-treat group 4.6%, 

95% CI 3.1 – 6.2 (p < 0.001).  

Harper et al. (2009) recommends treatment for influenza viral infection within 48 hours for 

adults who have laboratory confirmed or are highly suspected of influenza virus infection or 

require hospitalization for laboratory confirmed or are highly suspected of influenza virus 

infection regardless of underlying illness or condition. Outpatients at increased risk of 

complication with illness who are not improving and have a positive influenza result obtained 

within 48 hours of symptom onset should receive prompt treatment. Treatment should also be 

initiated on outpatients with laboratory confirmed or are highly suspected of influenza virus 

infection and are at increased risk of complications and wish to shorten the duration of illness 

and reduce their risk of complication. Those individuals in close contact with persons at 

increased risk of complications from secondary influenza infection should also be treated 

(Harper et al., 2009). Based on randomized trials that included only those individuals treated 

within 48 hours after onset of symptoms, neuraminidase inhibitors reduced the duration of 

symptoms of uncomplicated influenza by less than one day in outpatient settings (Harper et al., 

2009). One study demonstrated that in otherwise healthy young adult outpatients, the benefit of 

antiviral medications is greatest when administered early. A prospective, open label study 

showed a reduction of symptoms by 3.1 days when oseltamivir was started less than six hours 

after the onset of symptoms. Neuraminidase inhibitors also reduced time to alleviation of 
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influenza symptoms, as well as time to return to normal activities. Harper et al. (2009) reviewed 

other studies including one meta-analysis, pooled analysis of RCTs, retrospective studies as well 

as observational studies. They found other benefits of neuraminidase inhibitors which include 

reductions in: (a) complications from influenza; (b) all-cause hospitalizations; (c) use of relief 

medications and antibiotics; (d) nasal influenza viral titers; and (e) reduction in lower respiratory 

tract infections requiring antibiotic use.  

Whitley et al. (2015), showed that median time to alleviation of symptoms was shorter for 

individuals who received peramivir 300 mg (113.2 hours) compared to placebo (134.8 hours) a 

difference of 21.6 hours, 0.838 95% CI 0.648, 1.085 (p = 0.161). A difference of 20.7 hours was 

observed in individuals treated with peramivir 150 mg. The median time to resolution of fever 

decreased in a dose dependent nature with the greatest reduction in duration of fever after 

treatment with peramivir 300 mg (42.8 hours) compared with placebo (66.8 hours), a difference 

of 24 hours’ hazard ration (HR) 0.648 95% CI 0.494, 0.848 (p = 0.004). 

Treatment Guideline for Management of Influenza  

The following guideline was developed from findings obtained through a systematic 

review of current literature related to the treatment of seasonal influenza in adults seen in an 

outpatient setting. The purpose of this guideline is to assist health care providers in the 

management of seasonal influenza. Doctorate prepared nurse practitioners possess the skills to 

disseminate evidence-based practice that can have a significant positive impact on healthcare 

outcomes. Introducing this guideline in my clinical setting would begin by first assessing current 

clinical practice and the need for change. If the need for change exists, models such as Plan-Do-

Check-Act (PDCA) can be useful in initiating change in an organization. PDCA is a four-step 
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cycle that assists doctorate prepared nurse practitioners and other clinicians to implement 

change, solve problems, and improve processes and clinical practice (American Society of 

Quality, 2018).  

Guideline for Management of Influenza in Adults with Antiviral Medications 

Disease of Condition for Treatment Use: 
Seasonal influenza, commonly known as the flu, is a contagious respiratory illness caused by influenza viruses. 
Influenza illness may be mild to severe and can result in hospitalization or death (CDC, 2015).  
 
Purpose for the treatment use:  
Shorten the duration of viral influenza illness and prevent complications associated with viral influenza infection.  
 
Target population: 
Individuals at high risk of developing influenza-related complications are children 5 years of age or younger, adults 
65 years of age or older, pregnant women, residents of nursing homes and long-term care facilities and American 
Indians and Alaskan Natives. Individual high-risk health conditions such as asthma, neurologic and 
neurodevelopmental conditions, chronic lung and heart disease, blood disorders, endocrine disorders, kidney 
disorders, liver disorders, weakened immune systems, those who are morbidly obese and those younger than 19 
years of age receiving long-term aspirin therapy are also at risk of developing influenza-related complications 
(CDC, 2015).  
 
Clinical and diagnostic criteria: 
Clinical characteristics of influenza include abrupt onset of constitutional and respiratory signs and symptoms such a 
fever, myalgia, headache, malaise, non-productive cough, sore throat and rhinitis (CDC, 2011; Dobson et al., 2015; 
Harper et al., 2009; Whitley et al., 2015). Absence of fever can occur in those with mild illness (CDC, 2011).  
 
Treatment: 
Oseltamivir 75 mg capsules taken orally twice a day for 5 days or Zanamivir two 5 mg inhalations twice a day for 5 
days (Harper et al., 2009). Medications must be started within 48 hours of onset of symptoms (CDC, 2011; Dobson 
et al., 2015; Harper et al., 2009) 

FIGURE 2. Treatment protocol for influenza management in adults. 

Conclusion 

According to WHO (2014), seasonal influenza continues to be a serious public health 

problem worldwide affecting both children and adults. Annual influenza vaccination has proven 

to be effective in preventing influenza morbidity and mortality while the use of influenza 

antiviral medications has shown to reduce the length of illness and influenza related 

complications, prevent mortality and possibly the need for hospitalizations (Linder et al., 2006; 
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WHO, 2014). However, patients with viral infections such as the flu are often treated with 

antibiotics despite their ineffectiveness, thus contributing to the development of antibiotic 

resistance (Ciesla et al., 2014; Linder et al., 2006; Low, 2007). The Cochrane Method for 

Systematic Review was the method used in the identification, evaluation and synthesis of 

research-based evidence for this DNP project. The JHNEBP Model (2000) was used to evaluate 

the validity of the studies used in this review. Findings from this review were presented using 

PRISMA. This review discussed the search strategy used, databases searched, search summary 

statistics, as well as an appraisal of the findings from the literature and results of the systematic 

review of studies. This review concluded with a treatment guideline developed from its findings 

for the management of influenza infection in adult patients who present in an ambulatory setting. 
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APPENDIX A: 

DATA EXTRACTION TOOL 
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Title of article: 

Author (s): 

Date of review: 

Eligibility for review: [ ] influenza, [ ] drug therapy, [ ] therapy, [ ] humans, [ ] adults age 18 years 
and older, [ ] English language, [ ] within 10 years, [ ] availability of full-text online or by 
request.  

Methods 

Study design: Measures: Blinding: 

Participants 

Total: Setting: Diagnostic criteria: 

Age: Sex: Country: 

Interventions 

Number of groups: 
 

Type of intervention (s): 

Results 

Outcome definition, unit of measure (if applicable), sample size, effect size 

Miscellaneous 

Conclusions 
 

Strengths Weaknesses 

Notes: 
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